
The I / Thou Relationship, the Quantum Omission 

And 

The Legacy of Reductionism

“What is the subject?  Man is himself – we
* are the subject.”

 (Jung, p. 230)

There exists in modern culture a conspicuous and pernicious feature, a blindness, which

seems to be the limitation humanity is destined either to supersede or by which we shall be

ruined.  So pervasive is the specific blindness that whole nations of people have succumbed.  Yet

so peculiar is the situation in which humanity finds itself as this epoch of human history winds to

a close that tens-of-millions descry the effect of this blindness without ever pondering the source

whence it arises.  My attempt in this article is to simplify an enormous and simultaneously subtle

topic- not merely for the sake of puerile simplicity - but for the truth such simplicity bespeaks,

and the empowerment one may derive thereby.  I must therefore address such difficult and

complex - not to say a controversial - topics as quantum science, religion, mythology and, most

poignant of all, medicine.  Indeed it is only by touching upon, clarifying the significance of and

uniting such disparate subjects that sense can be made of the peculiar circumstances of the

humanity’s situation in this most epochal of times.

Since the close of World War II, a notion exists that science of the Western type is

Science!!! (with a capital S) and that any other method of investigation into the natural world

must be inferior (how else explain the supremacy of Western might in its triumph over the rest of

the world?)  Such a notion is revealed in time to be a limiting and arrogant view. Yet Western

science is not simply out-of-line because of the arrogance such exclusivity bespeaks (or at least

not by this factor alone); but rather because of the peculiar characteristics of its epistemology.

Western science is based on one single defining presupposition about reality and that

presupposition is most accurately labeled reductionism.  Reductionistic epistemology 

*(Italics added are mine) 



is nothing more nor less than a belief (indeed a largely unconscious assumption really) that

deeper truer, more real reality is revealed by reducing any given phenomenon to its constituent

part or subunits.  (1)

This reductionistic methodology involves separating and dividing things down to smaller

and smaller base units and is a repeated process of dividing and separating, and then separating

and dividing again.  Consider the atomic bomb which involves the separating of the smallest

known piece of physical matter. This is reductionism writ large and it was this ability of the

reductionistic West to split the atom that catapulted the U.S. to supremacy in world culture and

political power.  So, it is not without reason that all the world has both feared and revered

Western Science – and the U.S. version of it at that.

Reductionism as a way of enquiring into and acting toward the world is a tremendously

powerful, effective and essentially important way of behaving - not withstanding the danger and

destructive power it has bequeathed humanity.  I append such a seemingly incongruous statement

precisely because - atomic weapons aside - the essence of the reductionistic world-view is the

same dynamic known in the vernacular as ‘the executive decision.’   It is the atavistic live or die,

I win / you loose struggle that is the essence of competitive life, without which mediocrity

prevails – to the benefit of nothing and no one. To be clear therefore, reductionism is not the

enemy.  

In order for reductionism to exist as a definitive, archetypal world-view, certain others

implications of this fundamental assumption about reality must also be allowed to exist.  One

such implication - as I have already alluded – is an emphasis on material reality. There is a

natural affinity in reductionistic cognition for physics, concerned as it is primarily with material

aspects of reality.  Reductionism is essentially an either / or approach to manipulating physical

matter.  This either / or motif of reductionistic cognition is an unavoidable consequence of a

world view which separates and divides phenomenon.  To reduce, one must preference what is

separated into, ‘this is the important aspect and that needs to be discarded.'   Witness the

methodology of the Western pharmaceutical industry whose mission it is to reduce myriad

substances within a given medicinally important plant down to one, single active ingredient.   All

trace elements and substances are discarded and disregarded in favor of the 'one thing' which can

be reproduced and synthetically mass-produced within the laboratory-factory.  It hardly requires

mentioning that such an approach to medicine - the leaving-out of the myriad 'other’ ingredients

is exactly what produces – at one and the same time - medicines of tremendous potency (the

metaphorical equivalent of pharmaceutical atomic bombs); and also medicines which - having



ignored the synergistic effects of the discarded trace substances upon the main, active ingredient

- must and do offend the body and psyche with severe and often bewildering iatrogenic effects

(conveniently dubbed and dismissed as 'side-effects').  Side-effects are nothing other than bad

effects and it is taken for granted that medicines derived in this reductionistic manner will - by

the nature of reductionistic process, but also because of the manner in which they are prescribed

- create side-effects.  One may also descry the reductionistic motif in surgical procedures which

seek to excise malignant tissue.  How does one avoid collateral damage?  How get only the 'bad'

tissue and avoid damage to the 'good' tissue? 

The great Joseph Campbell spoke with eloquence about the value of the mythology and

its impact on the great religious traditions of the world.  One of the lessons that Campbell saw in

myth, and articulated so well in his own work, has to do with the importance of understanding

how to live as a vital and competitive organism in a  world  seemingly overwhelmed by war and

violence. 

“the tree of life and two birds on the tree, fast friends.  One eats the fruit of the

tree and the other, not eating, watches.  Those are two aspects of ourselves.  One,

we eat the fruit of the tree, we kill a life in order to eat it and we win and play the

world of action.  Then in contemplation as the meditative one, we are removed

from the destiny of the one who is killing and winning and losing.  I think of a

tennis match . .  .  where on the court  one is  on one side of the net  and there

wouldn’t be a game if one didn’t play that game hard against the other one.  But

also there is the referee who doesn’t care who wins.  And a good sport is one who

can hold both positions.  You’re playing the game as hard as you can . . . you

participate on one side . . . That’s part of participating of the sorrows of life, the

cruelties of life . . . all life is sorrowful.  So the bodhisattva participates with joy

in the sorrows of the world, suffering himself in the world.  This is the crucified

one who came to be crucified.  The crucifixion is not something that should not

have happened.  It’s something that  must  happen.   Participation in the sorrows;

it’s an important concept.”  (Campbell, 1997)

In reductionism, there is an inherent tendency to strife, to divide and conquer.  As I have already

mentioned, reductionism is founded on the all-important, either / or dynamic.  It is the

unambiguous sword of decisive you are with me or against me action.  Decisiveness is in no way

evil and is almost always preferable to indecision.  After all, the paradox of indecision is that to

be indecisive is still to have made a decision.  So, once more, reductionism is not the enemy or

the problem per se; it is ignorance of reductionism’s implications that is the problem.  In contrast

to holism – which is a mode of cognition which sees reality in terms of relationships of inter-

connected parts rather than separate isolated and discontinuous units - reductionism naturally

lends to the us (good) vs. them (evil) or what Joseph Campbell referred to as the I / it slant on



reality.  One hears this in coffee shops, on the radio, at the water cooler at work and on the

platform at the train station: “They are taking away my benefits.”  “They are polluting the soil

and water.”  “They are fighting this war for oil.”  (This last statement makes for a most absurdly

ironic bumper sticker.)  

In reductionistic culture, the real evil is the notion of separation between we and they.

Why is this notion so deleterious?   Because in order to reconcile we and they (or I and it), one

must re-examine one's own role – both good and bad - discovering one's own 'guilt' in the matter

under debate.  This I / it relationship is what allows for the all-pervasive dismissal of

responsibility in Western culture.  “Whereas formerly I believed it was my bounden duty to call

others to order, I must now admit that I need calling to order myself, and that I would do better

to set my own house to rights first.” (Jung, p. 464)

The inference is that, 'I am not polluting the air or driving the need for more oil. It’s all

the other drivers of the other cars who are causing this.'  Yet unspoken within lies a seed of

understanding that it is not they, but we who are doing these things: not it, but I who am partly to

blame.  It is – of course - not that all of Central Asia is populated by a viper's nest of evil

terrorists and fanatics - but we ourselves who are also part of this equation with our own

religious nut-cases, bombing attacks and slaughter of innocents.  

“One recognizes the constants and that you are in counter-play . . . with one of

your own kind, not something alien.  And you can regard the other person as a

thou as you would in a tennis game – the person on the other side of the net.  It’s

not as though you were fighting a monster.  The old political style is to turn the

man on the other side of the net into a monster.  Every war we’ve done that . . .

but to know that this is a thou as well, a human being with the same sentiments

and potentialities as yourself at least civilizes the game.  And then in other

relationships – social and otherwise – there is a possibility of a real sense of

accord and commonality   . . . the thing that’s before us is the problem of ‘what is

our social group?’  Our social group is mankind now.  Formerly it was this group

that and the other.  Always in the older traditions, love was for the in-group and

aggression all that (was for) outward.  Now there is no out group.”  (Campbell,

1997)

The official party-line that 'we are the good-guys and they are the evil-doers' is a

monument to the reductionistic way of thinking. This way of thinking has been around since the

dawn of time and seems to be the stern philosophy of those who possess power.  It is taken for

granted by the people of the earth that the strong will tread on the weak. (2)  Yet the importance

of exploring this point - reductionistic cognition and its unspoken, disregarded freight of

implications - is that there are no bounding horizons at this stage in human evolution.  There are



no more 'in-groups'.  The in-group now is humanity and our survival along with the planet.  (3) 

How does such an I / it relationship come about in the minds of a given people? To

answer, one must examine the role of the institution.  The longest lasting and most fundamental

institution in Western culture is the church.  This statement refers predominantly to the Roman

Catholic Church; but it hardly matters since all others follow suit.  “The West is thoroughly

Christian as far as its psychology is concerned . . . grace comes form without.”  It is the

fundamental position of the church that an experience of the divine is ‘ok’ only if it reflects and

embraces, supports and upholds the central authority of the institution.  In other words, sexual

ecstasy and divine transcendence through interaction with and submersion in nature - these are

taboo and must be denounced.  Furthermore, the officers of the institution - meaning priests and

clergy – are endowed with the institutional authority to determine whose experience is holy and

authentic and whose experience of the divine is heresy against god.  

“The important thing is not what happened 500, 1000, 2000 or 2500 years ago –

lets say when the Buddha was born and taught or when Jesus was crucified.  What

is important is what is happening in you now.  And what is important is not your

membership in a religious community.  What’s important is what that membership

is doing to your psyche.  And it’s within you that the divine lives.  Our religions,

our Western religions, tend to put the divine outside of the earthly world - in god,

in heaven.  But the whole sense of the oriental is, ‘the kingdom of heaven is

within you.’ ‘Who’s in heaven?’ ‘God is.’ ‘Where’s God?’ ‘He’s within you.’  And

what is God?  God is a personification of that world creative energy and mystery

which is beyond thinking and beyond naming.  We think our God has not only

been named and known but he’s given us a whole system of rules.  Their view is

quite different from that.  Their system of rules are not from God, they’re from

man and they’re man’s clues on how to get to the realization of God.  It’s a quite

different orientation.  And its one when you hear it you say, ‘ah yes.’   Now the

‘wasteland’ might be said to be the taking of these things literally, concretely; and

the rejuvenation of the Arthurian Grail-hero that of recognizing these as the

dynamics of your own interior.” (Campbell, 1997)

Witness the effects of the reductionistic motif as explained heretofore: Priests are - for the

most part - in an I / it relationship with the divine. God is something 'out there,’ not something

within to be known and embraced.  To the patient being treated with reductionistic medicine, the

doctor is god and healing is out there somewhere.  In contrast, the ‘system of rules’ regarding

good holistic medical practice aim toward the patient’s realization of how they are participating

in the reality of their illness and thus how they may participate in the reality of their recovery.

The rules are not from god (the doctor) but from man (the lay patient who can grasp simple

holistic metaphors); and they are clues about how to get to the realization of healing.  This is the

identical dynamic one may witness in regard to Western religious traditions and institutions;



namely that reductionistic Western medicine likewise places healing ‘out there’ somewhere.

There is an institutional denial that it is within you (the patient) and that the ‘divine realization’

(revelation of your path to healing) may exist within.  Reductionism - with its emphasis on

physical, external reality - places god (and healing) outside oneself and thus outside one’s

purview of possible experience. 

In contrast, the shaman was the 'officer’ of spiritual experience in traditional holistic

society.  The shaman was the shaman not because it was a tidy living with good pay and benefits,

but because of his / her experience with divinity and mystical experience; to wit, because of the

deep psychological perplexities into which he / she descended, contend against and - after

profound and dangerous struggles - emerged victorious with some insight on the human

situation.  Such experiential insight was revealed as useful to his or her tribe in illuminating the

mysterious path of human existence, (which is what healing is).  Where inner experience is

disregarded and / or discouraged, institutional dogma reigns, dictating reality to the many.  

(Toms) “It just occurs to me that we don’t have medicine men in the same way

that we once had them or that the American Indians had them.”  

(Campbell) “Well the medicine man was primarily one who had had a profound

psychological experience in adolescence - lets say the shaman – what’s know as

the shamanic crisis . . .   Typically the person in early youth is alone . . . and hears

a strange music and it’s the music of the spirits talking to him.  And a relationship

becomes established and he’s got to hold into that relationship otherwise he loses

his life.  Sometimes what’s put upon him is a difficult life and the shaman’s life

was a difficult life – one of deep psychological responsibilities and experiences

which he himself hardly understood.  This is really a form mystical experience –

experiencing areas of energy that are beyond conscious knowledge.”  (Campbell,

1997) 

The patient with chronic disease is like that shaman; burdened with a psychological perplexity

regarding her illness and thrust into a realm of chaotic experience, taxing and expanding her

understanding of life. 

In reductionism, science insists not only that the ineffable does not and cannot exist, but

that - even if it did exist – it could be explained away by physics.  Thus, the scientist-officer-

priest has no real connection to an experience with the divine.  His authority comes from

membership in an institution.  His experience or breakthrough-revelation didn't qualify him for

his authoritative role; following the rules of a manmade institution did.  

(Campbell) “The problem of the Grail quest is the revivification, (the)

reanimation of what is known as the wasteland.  The wasteland is a world where

people live, not out of their own initiative, but doing what they think they’re



supposed to do.  And people have inherited their official roles and positions.

They haven’t earned them.  This is the situation of the wasteland.  Everybody is

leading a false life . . . . it’s a place where the sense of the vitality of life has gone.

People take jobs because ‘you gotta live,’ that sort of thing . . . the hero of the

Grail is the one who acts out of his own spontaneous nature.  He comes to the

Grail castle, and here is the Grail king who is maimed and lame, as the whole

country is (maimed and lame). Why is he maimed and lame?  The sense of it is

that he (the king) was not living out of the spontaneity of his own life . . .  The

sense of the Grail and the sense of most myth is the finding of the dynamic source

in your life . . . then there is the problem of coordinating your own well-being

with the goods and needs of the society; but first you must find your trajectory

and then comes the social coordination.”  

Placing oneself in an I / it relationship to divinity is an untenable situation - assuming one

is open to new experience and aware of the marvels of being alive in the world. 

“What I realized from the Indians was that all life was for them divine.  The

whole world was not simply the production of god but was the actual

manifestation of a divine power . . .  and that wonderful thing that you learn when

you read of the Indian sacred pipe ceremonial where they hold the stem of the

pipe up for the sun to smoke it first and then present it to the four directions and

then bring it to themselves and they have centered themselves in this divine world

. . . a buffalo skull as the sacred object, the animal that is the source of their

nourishment being itself a willing victim, and when they say their grace before

meals its not to an image of god somewhere thanking him for letting them kill this

animal, its to the animal for having given its life . . . that wonderful I / thou

relationship between the individual and the universe was to me a marvelous

revelation and stays with me with me, and this was something that struck Jung

also . . . its something in quite the contrary position to that of one who think that

‘well the divine is god – out there somewhere – and he created the world and the

world is not god but is a manifestation of gods power and marvel and all that kind

of thing.  It’s a different slant . . . and this I think is the mystical line as opposed

rather to the orthodox institutionalized religious position.” (Campbell, 1997)  

What is the significance of the I / thou shift and how does it differ from an I / it take on

reality?  When one sees the world through the metaphorical lens of I / thou, one can discern a

reflection, one’s own reflection, in any situation or interaction. This is not a Narcissistic

reflection; rather, one may realize through this reflection how one is contributing to any given

situation or conflict.  For example, if, in a situation of conflict I / thou makes milk-sops of the

players who annoyingly insist that 'we are all one’ and ‘love is all there is,’ then the dynamic of

the life / death struggle is obviated and the decisive thrust of life is again ignored.  Unity and



inclusion arise not from denying the dynamics of conflict but through embracing these dynamics.

If the I / thou perspective results in the realization of one’s inextricable link to the dynamics of

the life-struggle – which have to do with passion, conflict, tension of opposites and even killing

and dying - then the witness may emerge into that sunlit glade wherein he feels himself

intimately linked to all life; even and especially to his enemies, who show him his weaknesses

and the ways by which he may evolve and improve.  What other meaning could there be to the

saying ‘Love your enemies’?  The trouble with 'love is all there is ' and 'peace and love dude' is

not only that it is a Panglossian contrivance designed to obscure the “hand that considerately –

kills” (4), but that it is essentially a backlash against the blind and furious violence propagated

by the I / it point of view.  ‘Peace and love’ - in its own way – is equally blind.  Witness the

ridiculous and fatuous incredulity of politics, ‘Can you believe what they (Democrats,

Republicans, whoever) are saying / doing?!!!  Each side posits the other as an it, utterly blind to

any sense that their own side is half of the equation – without which no polarity could exist.   In

a medical context, this is the same subject / object split which characterizes reductionistic

conventional medicine.  The recognition of one’s role in the creation of affairs - especially

disagreeable ones like war, illness and environmental collapse - is the task set for humanity by

the gods.  Is this epoch the final exam?  How can one recognize one’s own role?  By what

formula or insight does one make sense of events in this I / thou manner?  Hold this question in

mind as we open the final envelope.

The Quantum Connection 

Ever ponder Quantum reality?  Ever tried to figure out its significance?  Or why it is so

conspicuously absent from reductionistic science and conventional medicine?  Here then is the

important 'how ‘bout it' regarding quantum.  There is a whole lot regarding quantum science that

doesn't mean much to you or me but which means a whole lot to the priests of our epoch - to wit,

the Western scientist.”

“Concepts such as ‘curved space’ or ‘wave-nature of particles’ can be understood

by some,  but  to  most  people  they  make  no  sense  on  the  basis  of  everyday

experiences, and they cannot be expressed adequately with the linguistic tools that

have evolved alongside these everyday experiences.”  (Unschuld, p. 9) 

Here is the real significance of quantum, and it has absolutely everything to do with curing the

blindness which results from the I / it reductionistic view.  It is – in fact - the sine qua non of the

I / thou understanding of life.  (Opening the envelope)  The real significance and lesson that



quantum lays out is that (dramatic pause) 'you are seeing and experiencing what you are seeing

and experiencing because it is significant and even essential to you.’  That's it.  

In other words, conflicts and disagreements, relationship challenges and love-affairs,

psychotherapy and fate, ecology and economics; all of the 'circumstance' surrounding our lives,

is what it is, in all its particulars, specifically for our own, individual and collective evolution.  If

every dazed and benighted fundamentalist Christian suddenly awoke realizing that their

‘enemies,’ the fundamentalist Muslims of the world, where actually reflecting an aspect of their

own fundamentalist Christian nonsense . . . well, what a world this would be.  The whole big-top

of the human circus would collapse.  By itself, realizing that one's enemies are actually essential

to one's development does not negate the probability of war and violence.  (After all, Christ’s

message was 'love your enemies,' not 'don’t have enemies.')  But it does change the way the

game of war is played.  Likewise, recognizing that man and woman are two halves of one, whole

mystery and that conflicts in relationships are inevitably part of the I / thou realization, changes

the very notion of marriage. Seeing the other person (or the problem between you and your

significant-other) as an it, separates one from this essential shift and the metaphysical realization

that 'you and the other are one.'  Nor is this New Age nonsense; but the fulfillment of an

archetypal process.  (5)  It may be that the sum-total of the tremendous contribution of

reductionistic medicine must now find context within the inclusive, relational cognitive model of

holism. 

 “(holistic)  medicine,  simply  by  virtue  of  its  totally  different  methods  of

obseravation, may be able to fill in many of the gaps in our current knowledge of

medicine in the West and this enable us to reconcile . . . divergent persepectives

into a single integrated and comprehensive picture of reality.”  (Porkert, p. 59) 

In medicine this shift away from I / it to an I / thou understanding is as essential as it is

threatening. The threat is to the established conventional reductionistic medical orthodoxy.  To

admit quantum reality a place at the table of reductionistic medicine is to overthrow

reductionism entire; hence the conspicuous omission of quantum reality from the halls (and

clinical interactions) of conventional medicine.  How so you ask?  The patient who doesn't

recognize his own participation in the illness / recovery process is a patient who cannot conceive

of his illness as tied his lifestyle choices, diet, exercise, mental and emotional habits,

resentments, unfinished family issues and pain from past trauma, or even anxiety about future

illness; all of which are factors that are utterly, transparently significant in holistic cognition and

which remain invisible from the reductionistic point of view.   The patient who is not aware of



the significance of such factors is: 1) not empowered to change such factors and therefore not

empowered to manage their process of recovery; and 2) is (not paradoxically) an ideal patient for

the heroic physician of the reductionistic cognitive model.  In reductionistic medicine, patient

passivity and physician omnipotence are requisite. (6)  Holistic medical cognition warrants the

converse; the patient must work and be led toward empowerment.  Which model is better suited

to the 21st century?  

In 2005 the WHO World Health Organization reported that – in all countries, all around

the world, rich and poor alike – 8 out of 10 people will die prematurely of chronic disease.  (7)

Reductionistic medicine, patient passivity and physician omnipotence is great for traumatic

illness and injury.  Who cares what the patient’s lifestyle habits might be if they have a steering

column thrust through their chest or are in the midst of a heart attack?  Lifestyle is moot for the

moment of that crisis.  But how much traumatic injury and illness is there in comparison to

chronic disease?  There is no real comparison.  

The patient who understands the meaning (I / thou) of their signs and symptoms and who

recognizes their chronic disease not as an it but as an aspect of their inner psychic realm,

reflected to their conscious awareness, is more apt to get the wake-up call and thus evolve their

way of life.   Perhaps this means exercising more and eating more green leafy vegetables.  But it

also means pausing and pondering each time one eats at the salad bar from a plastic container

only to chuck this used synthetic material into the waste-can where it is then wrapped in yet

more plastic and dumped in the ocean for approximately for the next 10,000 years. This is the

realization which requires individual and collective action.  Recycling is not the answer.

Consuming and polluting less is; an I / thou relationship to the planet is.  Even those savvy few

who ‘get it’ – i.e. how to manage their individual routines - are still part of the collective machine

that eats off plastic, discards it, and must later grieve at their own or their loved one’s illness with

cancer.  No more research is needed to determine that plastics and pollution cause genetic

instability and malignancy.  From the I / thou point of view, such connection is axiomatic. 

It is a curious thing, having lived a full decade among the Maya of Guatemala.  These

simple folk are one of the last vestiges of holistically oriented people, in unbroken line of

descent from antiquity, who yet remain on the earth.  Such people would understand little of

what I have written here – not even if it were translated flawlessly into their respectively

dialects; for the malign conception of reductionistic separateness is not part of their reality.  As a

culture, they are neither separate from the earth, nor even from one another.  Such people have



never fully departed from the I / thou version of reality to an I / it conception.  Nor is this the

‘noble savage’ routine; poverty is a horror and living in filth and shit is anything but noble.  But

as reductionistic culture seeks a way out of the mire of its own success, and into the future, the

I / thou perspective so implicit among the indigenous peoples of the world still shines as a

lighthouse on a rocky shore, warning of the shoals of separation but also guiding the pilot of the

reductionistic ship to safe-heaven. That safe-heaven is a re-cognition that the advances and

contributions of the reductionistic model must reside within the mosaic of the more inclusive

holistic cognitive system.  The insistence by conventional reductionism that no other ontology

exists (6) is testimony to the I / it blindness which arises with such subtlety as to escape even the

suspicion of its existence.  It would seem the dawn of the new epoch is nothing other than a re-

cognition of this implicit I / thou dynamic.  Is the ecology of the planet the only thing left that

can remind one and all or our commonality?  There is an almost heart-breaking humility required

to shift from I / it to I / thou.  Yet it may be precisely this quality of soul that reductionistic

culture is – of necessity – destined to adopt.  In any case, “The meek” as the saying is now going

around, “are getting ready.”     
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